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Here it is found really useful. One should not madly follow them. A Culture uplift of the popular taste may be
thus achieved by means of cinema. This is mainly because it is an age wherein they are about to step into the
real world with dozens of notions and at times unreasonable optimism, and the films play a prime role in
catering to them. An essay on myself for children, Class one or KG students, is simple and essay to write.
Initially theatres were the only way to get access to the cinema but with the popularity of television and cable
TV, watching movies became easier. She helps me in my studies. It develops his social consciousness and
political understanding. I am 6 years old girl. It can actually mess up with their mind. Today there are almost
no movies without physical or verbal fights and violent incidents. A bad film has dangerous effects on the
human mind. I like good friends. My favorite color is blue. We play and enjoy a lot. Producers hesitate in
producing art films, which are purely educative. In the form of action, showing various ways of killing people
is a common sight in the movies these days. Some of the modern films propagate wrong messages and values
by presenting stories which show that anything is permissible to achieve wealth and position in life. So, go
through this page and select the one essay which is best for you: Essay on Impact of Cinema in Our Life â€”
Essay 1 words Since the beginning of the human existence, man has been searching for different ways for
recreation. Certain movies can thus hurt the feelings of certain audience. Its popularity is, indeed, beyond any
challenge or doubt today. You Might Also Like. I come to school with my brother. Love, religion, war,
humanism, patriotism, social ills or anything else may be the subject of films. Today, producers want to
produce as many films as possible in a year and want to earn as much money as possible. Essay on Impact of
Cinema on Students â€” Essay 2 words Introduction Exploring the world of cinema has been a craze for the
young generation ever since the initiation of the movies. We even idealize certain characters and scenarios
from the movies. I am very much thankful that God has gifted me loving family. I play with dolls and other
toys at my home. But this gift of entertainment is not its only use. But the power of cinema is also much
abused by greedy and selfish people. It is the most popular and common source of entertainment. Ordinary
men see the learning, they are inspired to think and act in a noble and dignified way.


